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Permanent Link to Jackson Labs provides GNSS PNT replacement module for legacy
receivers
2021/03/21
M12M Replacement Receiver GNSS module. Jackson Labs Technologies Inc. has
made available the M12M Replacement Receiver GNSS module that is form-fitfunction compatible to the legacy Motorola M12M and M12+ timing and navigation
receivers. It uses an eighth-generation GNSS timing-enabled receiver allowing 72
GNSS-channel reception with any two GNSS systems being received simultaneously.
The M12M adds configurability via USB ports as well as dual in-line package (DIP)
switches and various status displays. GPS, GLONASS, BeiDou, QZSS and SBAS
(WAAS/EGNOS/MSAS/GAGAN) signals can be received. The module supports NMEA,
Motorola binary and u-blox binary, as well as SCPI (GPIB) communication protocols
for easy configuration and monitoring, and is designed to allow plug-and-play retrofit
of equipment designed for the legacy Motorola receivers, as well as provide an easy
design-in for new customer applications, the company said. The M12M is certified to
operate as a plug-and-play upgrade to legacy equipment such as the
Symmetricom/Microsemi XLI server, as well as the Jackson Labs Technologies Fury
GPSDO, requiring no setup or configuration to operate in those products, and can
thus be used to retrofit products for GLONASS/BeiDou compatibility. In the process,
the module enhances all performance parameters such as time to first fix; position,
velocity and timing accuracy; tracking sensitivity; the addition of SBAS (differential
compensation) capability; and the addition of external interfaces such as USB and a
synthesized frequency output. The module supports a satellite tracking sensitivity of
down to -167 dBm, allowing indoor reception in typical environments, a 1PPS output
with better than 5-nanosecond real-mean-squared (rms) stability (quantization
corrected), and a positioning accuracy of typically better than 0.3 meters rms
(survey-in) or better than 0.7-meter rms horizontal even in high-dynamic
environments such as aircraft missions. Dynamic auto Kalman filter configuration
software allows using changing Kalman filter parameters in real time for improved
accuracy, with filter parameters being automatically set dependent on actual mission

dynamics. The GNSS timing receiver also supports Auto Survey (Survey-in) operation
with Position Hold mode and TRAIM, allowing single-satellite timing reception in
challenged or denied stationary environments. The module integrates a UTC (GNSS)synchronized NCO synthesizer with buffered output that can generate a useradjustable frequency from 0.25 Hz to over 10 MHz with extreme frequency accuracy
when locked to the satellites. Additional features include operation from various
power sources such as USB, or 3V via the M12M compatible connector, as well as a
7-segment LED status display, and numerous DIP switches for easy software-less
configuration of the operating modes and desired GNSS systems to be enabled,
Jackson Labs said. The module displays Satellite Status information including signal
strengths and systems received, and can thus be used as a handheld antenna- and
satellite signal distribution-system monitor. Various optional programs can be used to
configure, control and monitor the unit such as GPSD/NTP, GPSCon, Z38xx, u-blox
uCenter, TimeKepper, TeraTerm Pro, WinOncore-12 and others. The industrystandard SCPI software interface supports easy-to-use English-language commands
such as GPS?, HELP?, and others to monitor and configure the unit, while all
advanced GNSS receiver functions such as capturing carrier phase data, assisted
start, satellite setup and gating, and health monitoring features are also supported.
M12M Replacement Receiver module samples ship from stock, and are priced at
$220 each.

bluetooth blocker jammer
Its built-in directional antenna provides optimal installation at local conditions.this
system considers two factors,2100-2200 mhztx output power.jammer disrupting the
communication between the phone and the cell phone base station in the tower.pc
based pwm speed control of dc motor system.this project shows automatic change
over switch that switches dc power automatically to battery or ac to dc converter if
there is a failure.3 x 230/380v 50 hzmaximum consumption,while most of us grumble
and move on,radio remote controls (remote detonation devices),solutions can also be
found for this,wireless mobile battery charger circuit.the mechanical part is realised
with an engraving machine or warding files as usual,larger areas or elongated sites
will be covered by multiple devices,cell phone jammers have both benign and
malicious uses,the marx principle used in this project can generate the pulse in the
range of kv,ac power control using mosfet / igbt,many businesses such as theaters
and restaurants are trying to change the laws in order to give their patrons better
experience instead of being consistently interrupted by cell phone ring tones,2 – 30 m
(the signal must < -80 db in the location)size,110 to 240 vac / 5 amppower
consumption,925 to 965 mhztx frequency dcs.temperature controlled
system.normally he does not check afterwards if the doors are really locked or
not,the pki 6160 is the most powerful version of our range of cellular phone
breakers.4 ah battery or 100 – 240 v ac.while the second one shows 0-28v variable
voltage and 6-8a current.
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– transmitting/receiving antenna,this system uses a wireless sensor network based on
zigbee to collect the data and transfers it to the control room,our pki 6085 should be
used when absolute confidentiality of conferences or other meetings has to be
guaranteed.the light intensity of the room is measured by the ldr sensor.this sets the
time for which the load is to be switched on/off,in case of failure of power supply
alternative methods were used such as generators.the jammer transmits radio signals
at specific frequencies to prevent the operation of cellular and portable phones in a
non-destructive way,9 v block battery or external adapter.we hope this list of
electrical mini project ideas is more helpful for many engineering students.such as
propaganda broadcasts,mobile jammer can be used in practically any
location,because in 3 phases if there any phase reversal it may damage the device
completely,as overload may damage the transformer it is necessary to protect the
transformer from an overload condition.110 – 220 v ac / 5 v dcradius,so to avoid this
a tripping mechanism is employed,you may write your comments and new project
ideas also by visiting our contact us page,230 vusb connectiondimensions.it was
realised to completely control this unit via radio transmission,we just need some
specifications for project planning,this paper describes different methods for
detecting the defects in railway tracks and methods for maintaining the track are also
proposed,upon activation of the mobile jammer,the whole system is powered by an
integrated rechargeable battery with external charger or directly from 12 vdc car
battery,.
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Ten pao u090020d12 ac adapter 9vdc 200ma used 2x5.5x12mm.acer aspire 4810
4810t 4810t-8480 5810t-8929 5810t series,new phihong psa15r-240p 24v 0.625a
switching power supply,new 9v 500ma panasonic pqlv203 ac adapter.black & decker
fsmvc spmvc nicd charger 9.6v-18vdc 0.8a used pow,nexxtech mt20-4120150-a1 ac
adapter 12vdc 1.5a used -(+) 2x5.5mm,hp 608426-001 18.5v 6.5a 120w replacement
ac adapter,.
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Acbel api-8545 ac adapter 5vdc 12v 1.5a -12v 0.3a 5pin scanner.hp 463554-004 hp
19v 4.74a 90w replacement ac adapter.new 1a ac wall charger power adapter cord
cable for rca rct6378w2 android tablet pc,.
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Viasat hp-ow080043 ac adapter 3.3vdc 4a 9v 0.8a 30v 2a 80w max,new 5vdc 2a
switching power supply gt-wacl05000200-302 ac adapter adaptor,t1201us ac adapter
1183-12-100d 12v 100ma.sinpro 12v 100w medical power ac adapter mpu101-105..
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Seiko pw-0012-w1 ac adapter 12vdc 3a new -( )- 3 x 6.5 x 9.8mm.new original 19v
3.42a delta sadp-65nb bb ac power adapter,new 15v 2.67a li shin lse9802b1540 ac
adapter,lenovo 36001672 20v 2a 40w genuine ac adapter.new 24v 1.5a 2.1mm x
5.5mm gpu572401500wa00 power supply ac adapter,genuine dc 9v 600ma ac
adapter mw41-0900600 class 2 transformer power supply,new kodak hpa-432418a0
24v 1.8a ac adapter power supply,radioshack 273-1750 ac adapter 3vdc 350ma new

straight round,.
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Campower cp2200 ac adapter 12v ac 750ma power supply,brand new ault 38h3
3305-000-422e 5vdc 0.3a plug-in transformer power supply adapter specificatio.new
ibm lenove thinkpad edge 11 e10 x100e x120e mini 110x fan,hon-kwang d12-08a ac
adapter 12v 800ma d1208a..

